Suppose that G = (1/G, EG) is a planar graph embedded in the euclidean plane, that I, J, K, 0 are four of its faces (called holes in G), that sl, , s,, t, , , t, are vertices of G such that each pair {si, ti} belongs to the boundary of some of I,J, K, 0, and that the graph (I/G, EGu{ {.slr fl}, ___ ,{.r,, t,}}) is eulerian.
Introduction
Throughout, we deal with an undirected planar graph G; speaking of a planar graph we mean that some of its embeddings in the euclidean plane lR* (or the sphere 54') is fixed. VG is the vertex set, EG is the edge set of G (multiple edges and loops are admitted), and 9 = Fti is the set of faces of G. A subset 2 c .F of faces of G, called its holes, is distinguished.
Let U = { {sI, tl }, , {s,, t,} } be a family of pairs (possibly repeated) of vertices of G such that each {Si, ti} is contained in the boundary bd(Z) of some hole Z E 2.
Problem (G, U, k):
Given an integer k > 1, find paths Pi,. . . , Pi,. . . , P,', . . . , Ps in G such that each Pi connects si and tip and each edge of G occurs at most k times in these paths.
If no restriction on k is imposed, the problem is denoted as (G, U)*; thus (G, U)* is the fractional relaxation of (G, U, l), or the multi(commodity)Jlow problem with unit capacities of the edges of G and unit demands on the values of flows connecting pairs in U. We prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let 1% 1 = 4, and let the graph (I/G, EG u U) be eulerian, i.e.
(1.1) 16X 1 + 1 {i: 6X separates si and ti} I is euen for any X c VG.
Let (G, U)* have a solution. Then (G, U, 2) has a solution as well; in other words, there existP:,P:,P:,P: ,... , P,', P,! such that each P! is a path in G connecting si and ti, and each edge of G is covered at most twice by these paths.
(For X c I/, 6X = 6'X denotes the set of edges of G with one end in X and the other in VG -X; a non-empty set 6X is called a cut in G; we say that 6X separates vertices x and y if exactly one of x, y is in X.) An obvious necessary condition for solvability of (G, U, k) for arbitrary G, U, k is the cut condition:
(1.2) each cut 6X in G separates at most 16x1 pairs in U.
The following theorem is well known.
Okamura's theorem (Okamura [S] ). If IS I = 2 and if (1.1) and (1.2) hold then (G, U, 1) has a solution (i.e. there exist edge-disjoint paths PI, . . . , P, in G such that Pi connects si and ti).
(A similar result for Is%? I = 1 is proved in [6] .) The cut condition is, in general, not sufficient for the solvability of (G, U, k) if 12 1 = 3. Nevertheless, the following is true. [By a metric on a set V we mean a real-valued function m on V x V satisfying m(x, x) = 0, m(x, y) = m(y, x) and m(x, y) + m(y, z) > m(x, z) for all x, y, z E V. We say that m is induced by (H, a), where H is a graph and c is a mapping of V into VH, if m(x, y) = dist"(a(x), a(y)) for all x, y E V. Here dist"(x', y') denotes the distance in a graph G' between vertices x' and y'. When it is not confusing, we say that m is induced by H or m is induced by 0. If a(V) = VH and H is the complete graph K2 on two vertices (the complete bipartite graph K 2, 3 with parts of two and three vertices) then m is called a cut-metric (respectively a 2,3-metric).] Note that satisfying (1.3) with any metric m on I/G is necessary for the solvability of (G, U, k) for arbitrary G, U, k because if Pi's give a solution of (G, U, k) then C eeEG (we write e E P{ considering a path as an edge-set). Thus, if 1% 1 d 3, (1.1) holds, and (G, U)* has a solution then (G, U, 1) has a solution as well. Such a property does not remain, in general, true for I&'( = 4, as shown in [2] . Hence, for JX'( = 4 Theorem 1 provides the least (in terms of 2) value of k for which (G, U, k) has a solution in the eulerian case. Another feature of case I Y? I = 4 is that more exotic metrics are involved in the solvability criterion for (G, U)*. We say that a metric induced by a bipartite planar graph Z-I with I TH I = 4 is a 4f-metric.
Theorem 3 (Karzanov Cl]). For 1% I = 4, (G, U)* is solvable if and only if (1.3) holds for every m that is a cut-metric or a 2,3-metric or a 4f-metric.
The proof of Theorem 1 will essentially rely on a strengthening of the fractional version of Theorem 2 and a strengthening of Theorem 3 (Theorems 4 and 5 below); they describe classes of 2,3-and 4f-metrics sufficient for verification of solvability of (G, U)*. To state these, we need some terminology, conventions and simple facts about multiflcws and metrics.
First, the faces of a planar graph are considered as open regions in the plane. An edge e with end vertices x and y is identified with the corresponding curve in the plane (x and y are usually not included in the curve); when it leads to no confusion, e is denoted by xy. A path (circuit) P = (x0, er, x1,. . , ek, xk) (where XI'S are vertices and els are edges) is denoted by x0x1 . . . &; P is often considered up to reversing and, if P is a circuit, shifting cyclically. IPI is the number k of edges in P; if IP) = 0, P is called trivial. A path P from x to y is called an x-y path; if both x and y are in the boundary of a face F we say that P is an F-path. The boundary bd(F) of a face F is identified with the corresponding (possibly not simple) circuit. For g : E -+ IR and E' E E, g(E') denotes C(g(e): e E E'); in particular, we write g(P) for a function g on the edges of a graph and a path (or circuit) P, considering P as an edge-set.
Second, consider a planar graph G' with a set 2" of holes. For F E FplG' let W, denote the set of pairs {s, t} of vertices in bd(F), and let W, ,:= U(WF: FE 2'). Suppose we are given a family U' of pairs in W x ., and functions c' : EG' -+ Q + (of capacities of edges) and d' : U' + Q+ (of demands). Denote by P(G', s, t) the set of simple paths in G' connecting vertices s and t. Let 9(G', U'):= u(S(G', s, t): {s, t} E U'). We denote by (c',d') the multiflow problem: find a function f: P(G', U') + Q+ satisfying:
(1. 4) fe:= C(f(P): e E P E Y(G', U')) < c'(e) for all e E EC'; Fourth, let m be a metric induced by 0: I/G' + I/H, where H is a bipartite planar graph with (YH 1 = I%'(. As a rule, we deal with the situation when g yields a certain topological correspondence of the face structures for G' and H. More precisely, CJ can be extended to a continuous mapping of IR2 into itself so that:
In this for any point x E IR2 each of the sets K l(x) and IR2 -g-l(x) is connected, and a-'(x) is compact; each hole F E Z' is mapped homeomorphically to a face of H; for each edge e = xy E EG' the path (x, e, y) is mapped homeomorphically to a simple path in H unless it is mapped to a single point. case we say that m is consistent. For convenience we also assume that 0 preserves orientation clockwise in IR2. From (i), (ii) and the fact that 1 FH I = 12"' I it follows that 0 gives a one-to-one correspondence of the holes in G' to the faces in H, and that the unbounded face of G' is a hole. It was shown in [l] that (1.8) if )%'I = 3(jX'l = 4) then any Z'-primitive 2,3-metric (respectively 4f-metric) on I/G' is consistent.
Suppose that I&?"'1 = 3. Let m be a consistent 2,3-metric induced by 0: I/G' + VK2,3, and let (y1,y2} and (x1,x2,x3} be the parts in VK2.3. Denote by n(c) the (ordered) partition (S,, S2, S3, T1, T2) of 1/G', where Si := K '(xi)n I/G' and Tj:= oP '(yj)n 1/G'. Let pi denote the closed region U-'(Xi) in lR2. One can see that there is a labelling I,, 12, Z3 = I0 of the holes such that (see Fig. 1 In Section 2 we use Okamura's theorem and Theorem 4 to prove that in the general (non-eulerian) case a solvable problem (G, U)* with 1% 1 = 4 has a i-integral solution; this proof is relatively easy. Using this, we then prove Theorem 1. This proof involves more intricate arguments and is given throughout Sections 3-5. In particular, at many stages of the proof we appeal to the fact that, besides being consistent, a primitive 4f-metric possesses a spectrum of structural properties and its value on an edge is at most four (compared with the cut-metrics and 2,3-metrics, which take their values in {O, 1) and {O, 1,2), respectively; note also that the set of graphs H inducing primitive 4f-metrics m is infinite, thus values of m on pairs of vertices that are not edges of G can be large). These properties are exposed in the following theorem. He;e we say that an I-path L separates faces J and K if they lie in different components of IR2 -(I u L). Though this result is very important to get Theorem 1, the limits of this paper do not allow us to give its proof here, For a proof of Theorem 5 we refer the reader to [3, Section 33. Fig. 2 illustrates an %,-primitive metric m with m(e) = 4 for some e, and properties (i)-(v); here A?' = {I, J, K, 0}, m is induced by a mapping of VG' to VH and its values on the edges of G' are indicated. 
Existence of a quarter-integral solution
Let IX I = 4, and let (G, U)* = (c,d) have a solution f: Y(G, U) + (Q + , where c and dare the all-unit functions on EC and U, respectively. It is convenient to think off as consisting of four flows fF (F E P), where fF is the restriction off to the F-paths in P(G, U) (one may assume that no member of U belongs to the boundaries of two holes). Denote by 3 = 3(f) the set of paths P E 9'(G, U) with f(P) > 0 (the support of f). Similarly, _!YF = YF(f) denotes the support of fF; thus {P',, YJ, YK, _Y',} is a partition of 9.
A path P E 5YF (F E 2) divides the space lR2 -F into a pair B(P) of closed regions whose intersection is P and union is lR2 -F. We say that f is non-crossing if any two paths P E ~2'~ and P' E ZFf for F # F' do not cross, i.e. P' is contained entirely in some of the members of B(P). Applying to f standard uncrossing techniques, it is easy to show that (2.1) if (G, U)* has a l/k-integral solution then it has a l/k-integral non-crossing solution.
In what follows, we assume that f is non-crossing. Consider two different holes F and F'. Remove from the sphere S2 the hole F, its boundary and the paths in _YP. Then F' occurs in a component Z of the resulting space. Define DFF, = DFF I (f) to be S2 -Z. Easy topological observations using the fact that all paths in _YF are simple show that DFF, is homeomorphic to a closed disc, i.e., the boundary CFF, = CFF, (f) of D FF' is a closed non-self-intersecting curve. Moreover, (2.2) CFF, is a simple circuit in G, and f; > 0 holds for each edge e E CFF, that is not in bd(F), where fg:= C(f(P): e E P E yF(f)). (An equivalent definition: DFF I is the largest region in S2 that does not contain F' and whose boundary is in the union of bd(F) and U(P E _!?F).) Since f is non-crossing, DFF' and DF,F are obviously openly disjoint, i.e., D FF'nDpT, = CFpznCF*F. Furthermore, for F"E% -{F, F'}, if F" c DFF* then DFF*,uDFF, = S2, while if Definition. Given a non-crossing X a maximal subset B c % such that DFFp = D,,,, for any F E B and F', F n E B -{F} is called a bunch.
Clearly 2 < 1 B 1 < 4. For F E B we denote D FF, and CFFf by Dr and CF, respectively (these do not depend on F' E B -{F}). The family of IB( circuits CF (F E B) is denoted by %7(B) (in case B = {F, F'} the circuits CF and CF' may coincide). Also denote by GF, XF, and UF the subgraph of G contained in Dr, the set of holes @ E X in Dr, and the set of pairs {s, t} E U such that {s, t} E Wp for P E J?'~, respectively. Obviously, (2.3) for a bunch B, the space Sz -U(Dr: F E B) contains no hole, and each edge e of G occurs in at most two members of g(B).
Fix a bunch B. We may assume that for each F E B, Cr shares an edge with some CF,, F' E B -{F}. Indeed, if this is not so for some F, consider the problems (Gr, UF)* and (G', U')*, where G' = (V/G, EG -EGr) and U' = U -Ur. Clearly every path in 9 is entirely within some of GF and G', therefore the corresponding restrictions of f give solutions for these problems. Since I%rI d 3 and IX -YPF 1 d 3, by Okamura's theorem or Theorem 2, each problem has a halfintegral solution (not necessarily integral as (VGr, EGr u U,) may not be eulerian). Combining these, we get a half-integral solution for (G, U)*, and Theorem 1 follows. By similar arguments, we may assume that (2.4) for any 8 # B' c B, UFEB,CF and UFEB_B,CF have an edge in common. Later on we assume that a non-crossing f and a bunch B are chosen so that: (2.5) (i) IBI is as great as possible;
(ii) C( I#FI ': F E B) is minimum subject to (i); (iii) the number of faces in u(Dr: F E B) is minimum subject to (i) and (ii). In particular, a bunch B (for some f) with { IZFl: F E B} = { 1, 1, 1, l} is more preferable to be chosen than one with { 1, 1,2}, and {2,2} is more preferable than { 1,3}. Let 7; stand for C(fF,: F' E SF). This lemma shows the existence of a $-integral solution for (G, U)* in general (non-eulerian) case. Indeed, for each F E B the function 2hr is integral, hence the problem (2hr, 2dr) has a half-integral solution. So (hr, dr) has a $-integral solution. Taken together, these solutions form an admissible solution for (G, U)*.
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Choose functions hr (F E B) so that (ii) and (iii) hold, hr is all-unit on EGr -Cr, and the value y(h):= CFEB [Qrl is as small as possible, where QF:= {e E CF: hr(e)#{O,+, 1)). Such f unc ions exist since we can take as h,(e) the t' value J$ for e E CF, and 1 for the other edges e of GF. One has to prove that y(h) = 0. Suppose that y(h) > 0.
For F E B let Q:(QF) be the set of edges e E QF with h,(e) > f (respectively h,(e) < b). We perform balancing hr's (simultaneously for all F E B); this means that Take E to be maximum provided that for each F E B, (a) c < h,(e) -i_ for e E Q,'; (b) E d f -h,(e) for e E QF; and (c) (he, dF) has a solution gF. Clearly h",(e) + h",,(e) < 1 for each edge e common for CF and CFP (F, F' E B). Also y(h") 6 y(h), whence y(P) = y(h), by the choice of h. Furthermore, one can see that combining the gF's we get a multiflow which has a bunch B' not worse than B in the sense of (2.5). By the maximality of E, there is F E B such that for any A > E the problem (hi:, dF) has no solution for some E < E' d A. Two cases are possible.
Case 1: l&?rl < 2. Applying Okamura's theorem, we observe that for every e' > E there is X' c VGr such that hi!(X') < dF(X'), where h:(X') stands for x(h$(e): e E 6X') and dF(X') stands for I((.s,t) E Up: 6X' separates s and t}] (letting 6X':= 6'1x'). Hence, there is X c VGr such that hF(X) = dr(X) and h;(X) < dF(X) for any E' > E.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that 6X is a simple cut, i.e., 6X meets at most twice the boundary of every face in CF. In particular, (c'iX~ CF) d 2 (as C, is the boundary of a face in G,). Then I6Xn C, 1 = 2; let 6X n Cr = {e, e'}. Since dF is an integer and hF(e") is an integer for each e" E 6X -{e, e'}, h>(X) = dF(X) implies that h",(e) + h",(e') is an integer. Hence, either h",(e) = h',(e') = i, or one of e, e' is in Q,' and the other in QF In both cases we have h:(X) = h:(X) for any E'; a contradiction.
Case 2: IZFl = 3. Then 1BI = 2; let for definiteness B = {I, K}, F = I and Z, = {I, J, O}. Apply Theorem 4. Arguing as above, we conclude that there exists (i)
(m) and h:(m) < dI(m) for any E' > E, where hi(m):= C(h",(e)m(e): e E EGI) and d,(m):= C(m(s, t): {s, t} E VI) (cf. (1.6)). By arguments as in Case 1, (i) is impossible.
Thus (ii) takes place. Consider the partition n(a) = (S,, S2, S3, T,, T2) of V/G1 as in Theorem 4 (where m is induced by a). Since CI is the boundary of some face F in G, and each subgraph ( Si ) is connected, CI can pass across exactly one component of a(o) (defined in (1.9)), say, the component Szi that contains Ti. Next, if there is an edge e E C, connecting u E Si and u E Sj (i # j ), we could slightly transform Gr and m by replacing e by a pair of edges in series, e' = uz and e" = zv say, and by adding z to T, (and, accordingly, placing z in the region Szi); it is easy to see that the new graph and 2,3-metric maintain the above properties. corresponds to a 2,3-metric m' such that h;(m') < hi(m) and d&i') = dF(m), which is impossible. Now the latter property together with the fact that each (Si) is connected implies that k < 6 and for each i = 1,2,3 there is at most one j such that Uj E Si and Uj E T1. Consider three cases.
(i) k = 2. Then a contradiction is shown in a similar way as in Case 1.
(ii) k = 6. Let for definiteness vl, u2 E Si, u3, u4 E S2 and us, u6 E S3; see Fig. 3 (a). Denote by Z1 (respectively Z,; Z,) the set of vertices in the component of the space Q1 -F that contains the part of C1 from v4 to u5 (respectively from ug to ul; from v2 to u3). Then {Z,, Z2, Z,} is a partition of T1. Shrink Si to a single vertex Si, Zj to a vertex Zj, and T2 to a vertex t2, obtaining the graph f drawn in Fig. 3 
. Let for definiteness vl, u2 E S1 and v3, u4 E S2; see Fig. 4 (a). Let Z, (Z,) be the set of vertices in the component of Q1 -F that contains the part of C1 from v2 to u3 (respectively from v4 to ul). Consider the mapping z: 1/G, + 1/H that brings the sets Si, S2, S3, T2, Z1, Z2 to the vertices sl, s2, s3, t2, zl, z2 (respectively) of the graph H drawn in Fig. 4(b) . Let m' be the metric on I/G, induced by z. Then m'(e) = m(e) for each e E EG, and m'(p, q) = m(p, q) for each {p, q} E UI. This implies that 
hi(&) = d,(m'
). An easy consequence of this equality is that if f' is a solution to (h",, d,) then any path P E Y(f') must be shortest for m'.
On the other hand, it is easy to see that the vertex zi does not belong to any shortest path connecting vertices in t(bd( J)) or in r(bd(O)), while s3 does not belong to any shortest path connecting vertices in t(bd (1)). This implies that the circuits C,,(f') and C,,(f') cannot separate I and K, while C,,(f') cannot separate J and 0. Form a solution f for (G, U)* by combining the flows f' and fK. From said above it follows that for f there is a bunch B' such that either 1B'I 3 3, or JB'I = 2 and { IJ?'~ I: F E B'} = {2,2}. I n each case B' contradicts to the choice of B in (2.5). This completes the proof of the lemma. 0
For hF and dF as above a cut 6X in GF is called tight if hF(X) = dF(X). Throughout the rest of the paper we assume that f, B and h,'s as in Lemma 2.1 are chosen so that (2.7) FGB hF(CF) is minimum subject to (2.5).
In particular, (2.7) implies that (2.8) h,(e) = : r2f;l for any e E CF, F E B.
Statement 2.2. Let F E B and IZFI d 2. Then for each e E CF with h,(e) > 0, (i) e belongs to a tight cut in GF, and (ii) fF = hF(e), where & is a solution to (hF, dF).

Proof. (ii) follows from (i) since hF(X) = dF(X)
implies that all edges of 6X are "saturated" by JiF. Suppose that (i) is false for some e. Decrease hF by $ on this e, obtaining a new function hl, on EGF. Since h, is half-integral, h;(X) = hF(X) -i > dF(X) for any X such that e E 6X. Hence, (hk, dF) has a solution (by Okamura's theorem), and we get a contradiction with (2.5) or (2.7). 0
In the proof of Theorem 1 the functions hF will play more important role than a multiflow f behind them; roughly speaking, these functions provide a splitting of the graph (or the all-unit capacities on its edges) into two or more pieces in order to solve then the corresponding easier problem in each piece separately. In fact, throughout the proof we are trying to show the existence of some hF's with a "nice property" which enables us to find half-integral solutions for the corresponding pieces. The following expose a kind of such a property.
Statement 2.3. Let some FE B be such that either h,(e) = f for all e E CF or hf(e) E (0, 1) for all e E CF. Then (G, V)* has a half-integral solution.
Proof. Consider the problems (hF, dF) and (c', d'), where c'(e) := 1 -h,(e) for e E EGF and d'(s, t) := 1 -dF(s, t) for is, 5) E U (assuming that hF and LiF are extended by zero to EC-EGF and U -iJF, respectively). Clearly both 2h,(X) -2dp(X) and 2c'(X) -2d'(X) are even for any X c I/. Hence (2hF, 2dF) and (2c', 2d') have integral solutions, and the result follows. 0
Proof of Theorem 1. Exclusion of 1 BI = 2
Similar to the proof of Theorem 2 given in [2], the proof of Theorem 1 utilizes integral and fractional variants of the so-called "splitting-off method', but now in a more complicated context. We first discuss how such a method works in our case.
Without loss of generality, we assume that: G is connected; all sl,. . . , s,, tl, . . . , t, are distinct and of valency 1 (since one can add to G new vertices ~1, ti and edges {si, si}, { ti, ti} and consider the pairs {si, ti} instead of {si, ti j's). Let T := {sI, . , s,, tl, . . . , tr}. Also one may assume that each inner vertex x (i.e., x E I/G -T) is of valency 2 or 4 (otherwise one can repeatedly transform G at x as shown in Fig. 5 ; this does not change, in essence, our problem).
We assume that Theorem 1 is false and consider (G, U) to be a counterexample to it with /EC 1 minimum (under the above properties). Then G has neither loops nor inner vertices of valency 2.
For x E I/G let E(x) denote the set of edges of G incident to x and ordered clockwise in the plane. Consider x E I/G -T and two consecutive edges e = _uq' and e' = .YZ in E(x). The triple 7 = (e, x, e') is called a fork. Denote by G, the graph obtained from For 0 d E d 1, let c,,, denote the function on EG, taking the value 1 -E on e and e', E on e,, and 1 on the edges in EG -{e, e'}. We say that E is feasible if (c,,_ d) has a solution; e.g., E = 0 is feasible. The maximum feasible E < 1 is denoted by a(r).
Suppose that there is a fork 7 = (e, x, e') with a(7) = 1. Then one can split off e, e' at x preserving solvability of the problem. More precisely, let G' arise from G by deleting e, e' and adding e,. Since 1 EG'I = 1 EG 1 -1 and (G', U)* is solvable, it has a halfintegral solution; this is easily transformed into a half-integral solution to (G, U)*.
Thus, a(7) < 1 for all forks 7 in G. Consider a fork 7 = (e, x, e'); let e = xy and e' = xz. Since (c,,,, d) has no solution for a(7) < E ,< 1, there is an %-primitive cut- An X-primitive m that achives the minimum in (3.1) is called critical for 7.
Statement 3.1. c(m) -d(m) and o,(m) are even for any cut-, 2,3-or 4f-metric m.
Proof. Let C be the circuit formed by the edges e, e', e,. Since w,(m) = m(C) (mod 2) and m is bipartite, o,(m) is even. Next, the graph (1/G, EG u U) is eulerian, therefore it is represented as the union of pairwise edge-disjoint circuits Cr, . . . , Ck. Then The case E(T) = $ will be of most interest for us in many stages of the proof. Now we continue considerations begun in Section 2. Let us fix f, B and hF (F E B) satisfying (2.9, (2.7) and the properties as in Lemma 2.1. In view of (2.4) and Statement 2.3, for any F E B the circuit CF has at least one common edge with CF, for some F' E B -(F), and CF has edges u, U' with /+(u) = $ and hF(u') E (0, 1). We first eliminate one simple case. Proof. Suppose that such e, e' exist. By (2.2), e E bd(F) and e' E bd(F') (as fg =f$, = 0). Let e = e'. Delete e from G, forming G'; then the holes F and F' merge into one new face. Clearly f gives a solution for (G', U)*. Since we get the (noneulerian) three hole case, (G', U)* has a half-integral solution, whence (G, U)* has a half-integral solution; a contradiction.
Now let e and e' be distinct and incident to a vertex x. Clearly G can be splitted at x in such a way that the holes F and F' merge into one face of the resulting graph G', and f gives a solution for (G', U)*. Now apply arguments as above. 0
In the rest of this section we show that case IBI = 2 is impossible for the minimal counterexample in question. Cases IB 1 = 4 and IBI = 3 will be excluded in Sections 4 and 5, respectively, and thus Theorem 1 will follow. We use the following two key lemmas (they will be important for next sections as well). Assuming that these lemmas are valid, consider case I B I = 2. Let for definiteness B = {Z, J}. If CI = CJ then (G, U)* has a half-integral solution by Lemma 3.4 and Statement 2.3. So assume that C, is different from CJ, and let {PI,. . . , Pk} be the set of maximal non-trivial paths in C1n CJ. If for some i E { 1, . . . , k} and e E Pi, hi(e) = hJ(e) = f then these equalities hold for all e E Pi (by Lemma 3.4) and now Then c'(e) 2 hr(e) for e E C,, e"(e) > hJ(e) for e E CJ, and c'(e) + c"(e) = 1 for e E Cl n CJ. Since c' is integral and 1 XI 1 G 3, the problem for c' and U1 has a halfintegral solution, and similarly for c" and UJ. Combining these we get a half-integral solution to (G, U)*; a contradiction.
To prove Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, we need some preliminary observations. Following [2], for a fork z = (e, x, e') we introduce the number b(r) which, as we shall see later, gives a lower bound for a(z) and is easier to handle than ~(5):
where E(x) = (e, e', u, u'), and for edges p and q,,fP.
By symmetry, (3.5) P(e, x, e') = P(u, x, u'). One can check that c"(w) -c'(w) is equal to E for w = e', e,; -E for w = e; and 0 for the other w E EG,. Since E > 0, c"(m) 3 c'(m) for any metric m, whence the solvability for (c', d) implies that for (c", d). 0 Remark 3.7. Statements 3.2 and 3.6 imply that for a fork z if p(z) = 1 then a(z) = p(r). Moreover, from the proof of Statement 3.6 one can see that in this case f can be transformed locally, within the edges e, e', e,, to give a solution f' to (c,, 3,4, d). More precisely, let f' >f"
and P E 3. If e$P, put f'(P):=f(p). If e, e' E P then P is transformed into P' with f'(P'):=f(P) by replacing {e, e'> by e,. If e E P$e', create the path P' from P by replacing e by {e',e,}; put f'(P): (3.6) each edge w E EG, with m(w) > 0 is saturated by f' (i.e., (f')" = c,, 3,4(w)) and every path P E _Y(f') is shortest for m; (3.7) if f" >f" then for F E &? with f; >fg, each of(f')F, (f');, (f')> is non-zero; if, in addition, f >" = 0 then every path in _YF(f') passing e, contains e'.
The following statement appeals to (1.7), evident topological observations and the fact that all paths in _Y(f') are shortest for m'; we leave its proof to the reader. This implies that P meets X or Y. Then the part of P outside R is a path P' such that Q':= o(P') has both ends in bd(F) -jb,, b2, b3}. Furthermore, Q' is shortest and it does not lie in bd(F"); a contradiction with (iii) in Theorem 5.
For a vertex x in CF (F E B) let Er(x) denote the set of edges incident to x and contained in DF -Cr; then IEF(x)l < 2.
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Let for definiteness F = I and F' = J, and let each of ht and hJ be not identically zero on L. One must prove that h,(e) = h,(e) = 4 for all e E L.
Suppose this is not so. Then for some of I, J, for I say, there are consecutive elements e, x, e' in L (where x E VG and e, e' E E(x)) such that h,(e) # 0 = h,(e'). By Statement 3.3, hJ(e) # 0 # hJ(e'), hence h,(e) = hJ(e) = : and hJ(e') E {i, I}. Since h,(e) # ht(e'), E,(x) is non-empty (in view of (2.8)). Consider two possible cases. Case 1: 1 Et (x)1 = 1. Let for definiteness E(x) = (e, u, e', a') and Et(x) = {u}; see ..q__..++ . . . (ii) in Theorem 5). By (3.7) (for e, u), (f'); > 0, therefore u belongs to a path P in uJ(f'). By (3.6), P is shortest for m. So b. and b4 belong to a shortest a( J )-path in If, whence c( J) is J"as in Theorem 5. On the other hand, e' E bd(Z) (as h,(e') = 0), whence u E bd(Z) (as u is in DI and u, e' are consecutive in E(x)). This implies that b. = o(z) and b4 = (T(X) belong to the boundary of o(l) in H. A contradiction with (iv) in Theorem 5.
Case 2: IE,(x)I = 2. Let for definiteness E(x) = (e, U, u', e'); then E,(x) = {u, u'}; see Fig. 7(a) . Since E,(x) is empty, hJ(e) = hJ(e') = 3 (in view of (2.8)). Obviously f"." =f',,"'= 0 and f'*" +f',"' < hi(e) = f, whence b(r) = 2 for r = (e, x, e'). this order, contrary to the fact that P is shortest for m). Hence, P' must pass through e,. Then P' contains e' (by (3.7)), and therefore, P' contains x E X; a contradiction. 0
Proof of Lemma 3.5. Put e := ei , x := ul, e' := e2, u' := e;. Let for definiteness F = I and F' = J. Suppose that h,(e) = hJ(e) = i. Since e, e', u' are distinct, l,!?,(x)1 + lEJ(x)l 6 1. Therefore, one may assume that E,(x) = 8; let E(x) = {e, e', u', U} (in case E(x) = {e, e', u, u') arguments are similar). We observe that h,(e') = h,(e) = 4, that f"'." +f"."' = 0 (taking into account that f"' =I;' and f"' =,r;' since there is no hole between P and P'), and that f"*" +f',"' < hJ(e) = f. Hence, p(r) = 2 for r = (e, x, e'). Consider a solution ,f' for G,, c,, 3,4, U as in Remark 3.7, and a 4f-metric m critical for z and induced by 0 : I/G + I/H. Let for definiteness a(x) = b4 and cr( y) = a(z) = ho, where y (z) is the end of e (e') different from x, see Fig. 8 . By (3.7), (f');, (f');', (f'); > 0, whence the corresponding circuit C; for .f" is formed from C, by replacing e by e', e,. Also C; is formed from CI by replacing e, e' by e,. Hence, o(J) is y as in Theorem 5. Clearly e lies in D' := DJ,(f'), whence J is the only hole in D', by (3.8).
Let I":= o(l). Since y is in C;, b, belongs to a shortest r-path in H. Furthermore, the facts that x E X := K '(hq) and there is no hole between P and P' imply that X meets the part I? of P from u2 to vk. Thus, there is a vertex x' in C; such that 0(x') = bq, whence b4 belongs to a shortest T-path in H.
By (iv) in Theorem 5, some b E {b,, b4} is not in bd(l"). Then c' E {x', y} such that a(v) = b is contained in a path Q E _Y,(f'). In this section our goal is to show that case I B 1 = 4 is impossible for the minimal counterexample in question. In fact, we show that the functions h, can be transformed to some hk's in such a way that at least one hk is integral, whence (G, U)* has a half-integral solution, by Statement 2.3. Our arguments will rely on Lemmas 4.1-4.4 (they will be also used in the next section where we study case 1 B 1 = 3). These lemmas will be proved in the end of this section. Let F E B. A maximal non-trivial path P in CF with h,(e) = 4 for all e E P is called a $segment for F. By Statement 2.3, F has at least one &segment, and this segment is not CF. Next, let 6X be a cut in CF. Obviously, if 6X is tight (i.e., hr(X) = dr(X)) then 6X is the union of simple tight cuts (see Section 2 for definitions). In what follows, speaking of a cut, we usually mean a simple cut of the graph in question. Lemma 4.1 strengthens (i) in Statement 2.2 for case 1 ZF 1 = 1, and Lemma 4.2 exhibits a relation between tight cuts and i-segments. A face in G that is not a hole is called intermediate. We say that two elements x,y E F'Gu EC are dually connected if they belong to the boundary of the same intermediate face in G.
Lemma4.3. FordistinctF,F',F"~BletP=xl...~k,P'=yl...y,,P"=zl...~qbe paths in Cr, Cr* and Cr", respectively, such that x1 = y,, y, = z,,, zI = xk, and x2 # y,_ 1. Let Cr and CFf have a common edge e such that e is incident to x1 and h,(e) = h,,(e) = f. Let the region bounded by P, P', P" contain no hole. Then for some edge u = zi_ 1 zi (1 < i < g) one holds:
(ii) u is dually connected with x1. Assuming that the above lemmas are valid, we now begin to study case I B I = 4. Clearly lZr( = 1 for each F E B. We need some additional terminology and notations. Consider some F E B. We say that an edge e E CF is a l-edge if e#CFV for any F' E B -{F}, and a 2-edge otherwise. A maximal non-trivial path in CF of which all edges are l-edges (respectively 2-edges common for CF and CFP for some fixed F' E B -{F}) .
IS called a l-path (respectively a 2-p&). We classify 2-paths P as follows. We say that P s CF A CF, is strong if for some (or, in view of Lemma 3.4, for any) edge e E P one has h,(e) = h,,(e) = f; and P is weak otherwise. By Lemma 3.4 and Statement 3.3, if P is weak then either h,(e) = 0 and h,,(e) > 0 for all e E P, or h,(e) > 0 and h,,(e) = 0 for all e E P. Clearly a strong path P is contained in some i-segment S (but P and S need not coincide). A strong path P in CF is called reducible for F if it belongs to a f-segment S for F such that the opposite segment (see Lemma 4.2) contains no strong path. Otherwise P is called non-reducible (for F). Thus if a f-segment contains a non-reducible path then the opposite segment does so as well. Define the function 6r on EGF by Note that if an edge e belongs to a reducible path in Cr, and 6X is a tight cut in GF containing e then for the other edge e' in 6Xn CF we have h,(e') = f, and e' belongs to either a l-path or a weak path in CF (in the latter case, &(e') + hr,(e') = 3, where F' E B -{F} is such that e' E C,,). This implies that for each F E B the problem (&, dF) is solvable, and the collection of &r's is admissible (i.e. &(e) + h,,(e) < 1 for distinct F, F' E B and e E CF n C,,). If for some F E B every strong path in C, is reducible then & is integral, whence (G, U)* has a half-integral solution. Thus, each CF contains a non-reducible path. Moreover, (4.2) each F E B has two non-reducible paths contained in opposite f-segments. Denote by Q the subgraph of G that is the union of the circuits CF (F E B) and denote by Q' the graph that is obtained from Q by shrinking each l-edge; let p be the natural mapping of Q to Q'. Let 9(F) denote the set of all maximal non-trivial paths P = VOUl . . . v,+ in CF such that: (i) vOvl and a& if& are 2-edges, (ii) there is F' E B -(F } such that each 2-edge in P belongs to CF,, and (iii) each l-edge e E P (if any) belongs to a simple circuit C in P u C Fs such that one component in IR2 -C contains no hole. In view of Lemma 3.5, (4.3) every strong path in CF is a member of W(F), and for each P E .9(F) either P is a strong path or every 2-path in P is weak.
The fact that l&?(F)I 2 2 for any F E B (by (4.2) and (4.3)) easily implies that Q' is 2-connected, whence Q' is homeomorphic to some of the graphs Q;, Q;, Qj, Qk drawn in Fig. 9 . Let us call a vertex of degree at least three essential. One can see that IW(F)I is equal to the number of essential vertices in ,u(C,). Let Z denote the set of essential vertices in Q', and Z" denote the set of x E Z for which p-'(x) consists of a unique vertex in Q. For F E B we keep the notation F for the corresponding faces in Q and Q'. Now we describe one more sort of transformations of functions hF. Namely, for a sequence n=(P,,...,P,)
of paths in C, and a sequence P=(*,,...,*~) ofsigns + or -, define the function h' on EGF by Finally, for each F E B let h> be the (rrF, p,)-transformation of hF. One can check that each problem (hk, dF) is solvable, the collection of hk's is admissible, and each hl, is integral. Hence (G, U)* has a half-integral solution; a contradiction. 0 By (4.2) and Statement 4.5, there is F E B such that IS(F)/ > 3, and 9?(F) contains three strong paths PI, P2, P3 such that PI and P2 belong to the same f-segment for F that is opposite to the +&segment containing P3. In particular, this shows that Q' is not homeomorphic to Q', . Also if [S?(F)1 = 2 then each of the two essential vertices in Q' belonging to bd(F) cannot be in 2' (otherwise the non-reducible paths for F would be contained in the same &segment, contrary to (4.2)). Hence, if Q' is homeomorphic to Q; or Q; then Z" = 0, and therefore Q is "of type" Qz or Q3 as drawn in Fig. 10 . (A) Q is of type Qz. For definiteness let the paths L1, L2, P in W(F(1))) be strong, and let Si, S2, S be the i-segments for F(1) containing them, respectively. We know that two of these segments are the same and opposite to the third one. We observe that S # Si, S,. Indeed, by Lemma 4.3 applied to the l-paths connecting x, y, z as in Fig. 10(a) . One can check that each (hi, dP,i,) is solvable, the collection {hi,. . . , h4} is admissible, and each hi is integral. Hence, (G, U)* has a half-integral solution.
(B) Q is of type Q3. Without loss of generality one may assume that Pi is a non-reducible path for F (l) , and that P, and L, belong to the same +-segment for F(1). On the other hand, by Lemma 4.3 (applied to the l-paths connecting the vertices x, y, z as in Fig. 10(b) ) the l-path connecting y and z must contain an edge u with hF(ij(u) = 1. Hence, Pi and Li belong to different i-segments; a contradiction. (C) Q' is of type Qk. Then [W(F)1 = 3 for all FE B. Let Pij = Pji denote the maximal path in Qk common for bd(F(i)) and bd(F(j )). Consider two cases.
Case 1: Z" # 8. Let for definiteness u E Z", where o is the vertex indicated in Fig.  9(d) . By Lemma 4.4, for j = 0, 1,2 the paths Pj-l,j and Pj,j+ 1 belong to the same i-segment for F(j ) (indices are taken modulo 3); therefore Pj.3 must belong to the opposite segment for F(j). In particular, lZ"l = 1, and Q is as in Fig. 1 l(a) .
Next, the path PO1 is strong, so by Lemma 4.3 (applied to the l-paths connecting the vertices x, y, z as in Fig. 1 l(a) ) the l-path connecting y and z contains an edge u with /rFtJj(u) = 1. Hence, P30 and P31 belong to different &segments in CFf3), and similarly for Pso,Ps2 and for Ps1,P32. Then some P,,j, say Ps2, is reducible for F(3). Case 2: Z" = 8. Then Q is of type as in Fig. 1 l(b) . Let for definiteness Pzo and Pzl belong to the same $-segment for F(2). Then Lemma 4.3 (for the l-paths connecting x, y, z as in Fig. 1 l(b) ) implies that PO1 is not a strong path. Hence, all paths P3,j for j = 0, 1,2 are strong. Next, applying Lemma 4.3, we observe that the paths P30 and P32 belong to different $-segments for F(3), and similarly for PJ1 and P32. A similar property is true with respect to F(2). So we may assume that Pso and P31 are in the same s-segment for F (3) . A straightforward check-up shows that in both cases each problem (hi,dF(i)) is solvable, the functions hi are integral, and the collection of hi's is admissible, whence (G, U)* has a half-integral solution.
To complete consideration of case 1 B I = 4, it remains to prove Lemmas 4.1-4.4.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. In view of Statement 2.2, it suffices to consider e E CF with h,(e) = 0. Then e E bd(F). Suppose that the statement for e is wrong. Then (4.5) MX) -6(X) 2 f for any X c VGF such that e E 6X.
Let x and y be the ends of e. Add to UF one more demand pair w = {x, y} for which we put demand dF(w) = :. In view of (4.Q from Okamura's theorem it follows that the problem (hF, d') (where d' denotes the demand function on UF u {w}) has a solution f'. Let L be a path with f'(L) > 0 connecting x and y. Since e E bd(F)n CF, every cut 6X which meets both bd(F) and CF must have a common edge with L, therefore hF(X) > dF(X). This implies that no edge in CF belongs to a tight cut for hF and df, whence, by Statement 2.2, h,(e') = 0 for all e' E CF. But then (G, U)* has a halfintegral solution; a contradiction. 0
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Let for definiteness F = I. Consider a tight cut 6X with 16XnC,I = 2; let (e,e'} = 6XnC,. This cut is naturally associated with the dual circuit (or the circuit of the dual graph) Dx = (F,, e,, F1,. . , ek, Fk), where 6X = {e 1, . . . , ek}, each ei is a common edge in the boundaries of the faces Fi-1 and Fi of G,, e1 = e, ek = e', and F0 = Fk is the face F in G, surrounded by CI. Since 6X is tight, some Fi is I. Such a Dx has a natural partition into two dual paths:
We):= (FO,el, ..., Fi) and Dx(e'):=(Fi,ei+l ,..,, Fk), Next,sinced,(X)EiZandhl(ej)EZforj=2,...,k-1,wehave (4.6) either h,(e), hl(e') = i_ or h,(e), Me') E {O, I}.
First of all we prove two claims. One can see that there are tight cuts 6X' E El and SY ' G E2 such that 6X' contains e1 = u and e;, = z', while 6Y ' contains e; = z and ek = a'. But h,(u) = f and h,(z') E {O, l}; a contradiction with (4.6) (for 6X', u, z'). Proof. Assume that these edges occur in C, in order u, u', z, z' (clockwise from a point a in F"). Let U, U', 5, Z' be the edges in bd(1) that belong to Dx(u), Dx(u'), D,(z), Dy(z'), respectively. From Claim 1 it follows that the latter edges occur in bd (l) in order U, U', Z, Z' (clockwise from a). Let 6X' (6Y ') be the cut formed by the edges in Next, the region Q c IR2 bounded by P, P', P" contains no hole; so from Statement 3.8 it follows that the closed path that is the image by c of the circuit P -P" -P' separates no faces of H. This implies that there is a VerteX X'E {xj,...,xkrz2,..., zq_ 1 } such that 0(x') = b(x). Note that x' = Xj (for some j) is impossible; otherwise we get a contradiction using arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3.5.
Hence, x' = Zi for some 1 < i < q. Choose i to be minimum subject to o(zi) = b0 (letting for definiteness that a(x) = b,). Then for the edge u = zi_ I zi we have m(u) > 0. Now the result follows from the facts that each edge w E EC, with m(w) > 0 must be saturated by f', that (f')"' = 0 for any edge w' in the interior of Q, and that the image of each of F, P', P" is a simple path in H, where p is the part of P from x2 to xk (the latter follows from Statement 3. By Lemma 4.3, there is an intermediate face containing the vertices xi and some edges in Pi for i = 1,2,3. Suppose that some w E {Ui, ai} and w' E {ui*, a:,} (i # i') are not dually connected. Without loss of generality one may assume that w = u1 and that in the interior of Q there is an edge e with ends x = xf and y = xj', for some 1 < j < r(l) < j ' < k(1). Consider the edge e' different from xx:+ 1 and such that t = (e, x, e') is a fork, see Fig. 13 . We observe that P(r) = 2. Indeed, e' does not lie in the interior of 52 (otherwise we would have /'I(r) = 1 since f' =f" = 0). The following two cases are possible. The vertices x, z, y occur in this order in C'. Therefore, in view of Statement 3.8, a(~') = b,, for all vertices x' in the part of C' between x and y that does not contain z. But then the whole circuit 2: formed from C' by replacing the path xj xi'+ 1 . . . x3, by the edge e is mapped by r~ into the unique point bo, which is impossible (since, e.g., 2; separates some holes).
Thus, w and w' are dually connected, whence (i) follows. Now suppose that /~(r)(u) = 0 for some u E {Ui, ul}; let for definiteness u = ul. Consider the fork 7 = (u, x, e) belonging to the boundary of some face in Sz, where x:= xf,,,. Since f" = 0, f' > 0. Hence, either (i) r(1) > 1 and e = x,!(i)-ix, or (ii) r(1) = 1 and e = xx&)_ 1. One can see that in both cases, f' = :, whence B(7) = 2. In case (i), we get a contradiction using arguments as above (with 7 instead of 7'). In case (ii), e belongs to both circuits C F(lJ(f') and C,,,,(f') (for f'defined as in Remark 3.7); a contradiction with (iv) in Theorem 5. lJ Now we begin to consider case 1 BI = 3. Let B = {I, J, K} and PK = (K, O}. The graph Q' (defined as in Section 4) can be only as drawn in Fig. 14(a) . By (4.2) (for F = I, J), the paths PI, P2, P3 are strong, PII P2 are non-reducible for I, while P2, P3 are non-reducible for J. Moreover, the graph Q is as in Fig. 14(b) . Let e, be the first edge with h,(eI) E (0, l} contained in the l-path L1 from x to yin C,, and eJ be the first edge with hJ(eJ) E (0, 1) contained in the l-path L2 from x to z in CJ. Let uI be the last edge with hI(uI) E (0, l} contained in the l-path L; from x' to y' in CI, and uJ be the last edge with h,(u,) E {0, l} contained in the l-path L; from x' to z' in CJ, see Fig. 14(b) . By Lemma 5.1, (5.1) hI(eI) = h,(u,) = hJ(eJ) = hJ(uJ) = 1; e, and eJ are dually connected; uI and uJ are dually connected. ) with F # I, J separates C,,(.f") and C,,(f').
Now we consider the graph GK. Let 9! be the set of (simple) cuts in GK that are tight for hK, UK and meet PI u P3 twice. Suppose that some of PI and P,, say PI, has the property that no cut 6X in 9 meets PI twice. is admissible. Therefore, (G, U)* has a half-integral solution. Thus, there is a cut 6X E 9 that meets PI twice, and similarly, there is a cut SX' that meets P3 twice. Let L (L') be the l-path in CK from z to 4' (respectively from z' to y'), and let F be the face in GK surrounded by CK, see In particular, (5.5) shows that (5.6) for any solution f' to (G, U)*, C,,(f') d oes not separate J, K, 0, and C,,(f') does not separate I, K, 0.
Return to the flow f, and consider the bunch B' = {K, 01. Apply the operation of "balancing" to CKO and COK (see (2.6)). From the proof of Lemma 2.2 one can see that as a result we get a solution f' for (G, U)* and a bunch B satisfying the statement of this lemma and such that K, 0 E l?. Two cases are possible.
(i) lB1 = 2. Then (G, U)* has a half-integral solution by arguments in Section 3.
(ii) Is1 > 2. Then (5.2) and (5.6) imply that B = {Z,J, K, 01, whence (G, U)* has a half-integral solution by arguments in Section 4. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 0
